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SCTP over UDP

- draft-ietf-tsvwg-sctp-udp-encaps-03.txt
- Last two revision incorporated comments from the list and editorial changes.
- Implemented in FreeBSD and Mac OS X NKE.
- Ready for WG LC.
SCTP and ECN

- draft-stewart-tsvwg-sctpecn-02.txt
- Written based on request at IETF 78.
- Documents handling of ECN including multi-homing considerations.
- Please provide feedback!
- Adoption as a WG item?
SCTP Loadsharing

• Incorporates NR-SACK.
• A single document describing what is needed to build a working loadsharing implementation of SCTP.
• The Experiment: Do the methods described in the document work in real networks as expected?
• Adoption as a WG item?